
Brida Releases Debut Single, “You Found Me” 

Stream ‘You Found Me’ 

Nashville-based singer-songwriter, Brida, 
writes piano pop with cinematic and 
electronic influences. Her songs will lull 
you in with dreamy piano lines and 
intimate stories before blowing you away 
with unexpected synths and powerhouse 
vocals. Her musical influences range from 
impressionist composer, Claude Debussy, 
to Adele, to Twenty-One-Pilots, creating a 
fusion of sounds that is all her own. But 
perhaps her greatest influence to date is 
her Twin Flame. It was their fated 
meeting that lit the spark to what is now 
the creative inferno, Brida music.  

BRIDA may be the new kid on the block 
as an artist, but her fanbase is fascinated 
by her unique story and the vulnerability 
in which she openly shares. Her powerful 
music shares a deeply personal journey 
on her upcoming debut album, Down in 
Flames, out August 22, 2021.  

The entire album was inspired by meeting 
the other half of her soul, her Twin Flame, 
and how much she regrets never having a 
conversation about their connection. 

Each song was born out of the emotions 
she kept to herself for years.  

Her second single ‘You Found Me’ was 
accompanied by her first music video. 
This particular track explores the deep 
loss that she felt when her Twin Flame 
disappeared from her life. She used the 
pain to go inward and heal, burning away 
everything inauthentic about her life, and 
emerging stronger than ever before. In 
the music video, she sets fire to a piano 
and lets it burn to the ground in 
representation of this process. 

Brida comments on the song: “You Found 
Me’ is not only the first track on the 
album, but I also chose to release it as a 
single first because it tells my story from 
the very moment it began and where it 
led to after. That moment being when I 
laid eyes on my Twin Flame for the first 
time and I knew my life would never be 
the same. And it eventually led to him no 
longer being in my life, and me having to 
process why the most important soul 
connection one could ever have would 
show up and then leave with no 
explanation. That deep love that was met 
with even deeper loss is what inspired not 
only this single, but every track on the 
album.”  

About her hopes for the album, Brida 
states, “I want the listeners to have a 
catharsis as they listen to the album. 
Although it was inspired by my Twin 
Flame connection, it is really about love, 
loss, and the growth that happens from 
those places. I think anyone who has 
experienced the loss of “the one” will be 
able to see themselves in the lyrics. I want 
them to cry along, sing along, and heal 
along as each song progresses from 
ecstasy to grief to acceptance.  
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